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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a novel radiosity implementation which we called dynamic radiosity. By storing and

updating local form-factor matrix of the patches closest to the observer we have solved 2 main problems of radiosity

algorithm: (1) quadratic complexity of the algorithm and thus difficulty of applying it to a large-scale scenes, and

(2) the possibility of changing geometry on the fly (dynamic geometry).

Keywords
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1 INTRODUCTION

Global Illumination (GI) is a fundamentally difficult

computational problem. Thus, real-time applications

usually apply approximate algorithms to solve it. Such

algorithms can be divided into two main classes: (1)

fully dynamic and (2) precomputed radiance transfer.

Dynamic GI algorithms allow changing scene (both ge-

ometry and materials) each frame. Precomputed Ra-

diance Transfer (PRT) usually immobilizes geometry

or both materials and geometry of scene and moves

the most complicated computations to precomputation

stage. PRT gets the best balance of speed and accu-

racy because of that. The proposed algorithm lies some-

where in between of these two classes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Dynamic GI

Reflective Shadow Maps [1] is a popular solution for

interactive global illumination. RSM is a variation of

the Instant Radiosity [2] method — global illumination

via virtual light sources. The main disadvantage of this

approach is the low accuracy of the resulting solution;

its advantage is high speed. Although similar methods

(called many lights) have been developed [3], with the

exception of RSM, they are not often used in real-time
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applications due to bad balance of speed/quality. At

high speed they provide low accuracy, and at high qual-

ity, they are too far from real time applications [4, 5].

Voxel Cone Tracing [6] uses pre-integrated lighting and

Final Gathering via tracing cones. The method is pretty

accurate, however, it still suffers of artifacts and it is

expensive in terms of computing due to several cones

should be traced for each pixel of image.

Light Propagation Volumes [7] numerically solves a

differential equation on a three-dimensional grid. The

main disadvantage is low accuracy and high memory

costs for a regular grid. Cascaded LPV [8] amortizes

this cost but does not solve the problems of the method.

With the advent of Nvidia RTX technology [9], Path

Tracing in combination with denoising has become a

popular method [29, 30, 31, 32]. It is one of the most

computationally intensive solutions, however.

Modern dynamic GI approaches compute lighting only

around the observer [34]. It allows to apply these meth-

ods for a large scenes.

2.2 PRT

Among PRT methods, three main classes should be dis-

tinguished: methods based on spherical harmonics [10],

radiosity [20], and neural network methods [22].

There are a lot of methods using spherical harmonics:

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Their basic idea comes from the

Radiance Caching [17]. The harmonics themselves are

just a compact storage of the incident light via decom-

position of the incident light in the basis of orthogonal

functions. Next by analogy with relighting [18], these

methods allow replacing the environment and evaluate

the lighting dynamically by adding contribution from
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the harmonics in the same way that relighting adds con-

tribution from different sources, summing up individ-

ual images. These methods are well-suited for outdoor

scenes, but fail for indoor ones, since harmonics be-

lieve that light comes to a point from infinitely distant

objects. In the interiors, this rule is often broken, which

leads to various types of artifacts: leakage, incorrect

lighting and others [15]. With a proper effort, however,

one can achieve a good result for interiors as well [19].

Precomputed Radiance Transfer via neural networks is

a relatively new area of research. Authors of [22] show

high accuracy in real-time and compact memory rep-

resentation. The shortcomings of the method include

a long pre-calculation and a complete static nature of

the scene — neither geometry nor materials could be

changed at all (in harmonic or radiosity based methods,

for example, these limitations can be relaxed).

2.3 Radiosity

The radiosity method is a physically based approxima-

tion for diffuse global illumination [21]. Despite its

venerable age, radiosity is widely used in real-time ap-

plications [23, 16] and lighting engineering [24, 25].

We chose radiosity because of its physical correctness,

relatively high accuracy and speed when small number

of patches are used. In addition, ones to be used on

practice and well-suited for GPU and hardware imple-

mentations since it can be expressed as a single matrix-

vector multiplication [26]. On the other hand, the dis-

advantages of the radiosity are: (1) the dependence on

memory and computation as O(N2) where N is a num-

ber of patches and (2) the static geometry of the scene

(in this case, unlike the method based on neural net-

works, materials can be easily replaced).

Hierarchical radiosity [27] subdivides polygons of

the original scene into smaller patches until the form-

factors for them can be computed with acceptable

accuracy (the error is less than a specified threshold),

or the maximum depth of the splitting is reached. Thus,

a hierarchy of patches is obtained. In the calculation,

part of the light is not transferred between the detailed

patches, but between the top patches in the hierarchy,

which reduces the amount of computation. For some

scenes, a very detailed split may be required for good

computational accuracy. This method can no longer

be expressed in terms of lineal algebra operations and

thus it is more complicated than original radiosity for

specific GPU or hardware implementations.

Progressive radiosity [28] is a method for gradual cal-

culating of the illumination. Initially, all patches are

assigned the same illumination. Gradually, for individ-

ual patches, the correct illumination is calculated based

on form-factors. The main disadvantage of this method

is the difficulty of choosing of criterion for the next lit

patch. In this method, each rotation or shift of the cam-

era leads to a complete lighting recalculation. This is

a serious disadvantage in comparison with original ra-

diosity that is completely independent from camera pa-

rameters.

It is a well known that the radiosity problem can be ex-

pressed as a linear equation system problem. By using

well known LU (low-upper) decomposition this prob-

lem can be solved in O(N ∗N) operations where N is

a number of patches. In [26] more straightforward and

GPU friendly algorithm was presented. It was shown

that single matrix-vector multiplication can be used to

solve multi-bounce radiosity equation.

3 SUGGESTED APPROACH

We suggest a new method for calculating global illumi-

nation based on the radiosity method, which we called

dynamic radiosity. The new method allows to effec-

tively compute the lighting around the observer (Fig.

1), recalculating the local matrix of form-factors. Due

to this, we can reduce O(N2) complexity to O(M2)
(where M < N) and add dynamic objects to the scene.

We further extend our method to local multibounce ma-

trix [26] which is important contribution of our paper.

Following to the approach in [26], we suggest to use the

radiosity method for indirect illumination.

Our basic idea is as follows: at first, we restricted

area of interest with a subset of patches close to ob-

server (Fig. 1, left). We do not update patches that lie

out of this area. Next, we have developed the method

for reusing calculations made on previous frame if we

know that observer moves only slightly (Fig. 1, right).

Thus, we can perform only a small number of calcula-

tions every frame, effectively using the information that

we have accumulated in time.

Figure 1: Concept of our method. Red patches (right

part of the image) illustrate new patches that we should

insert into local matrix. Green patches can be reused.

To start, assume using original radiosity in which we

simply have O(N2) form-factor matrix. Select a sub-
set of M patches and then make M2 submatrix of form-

factors (Fig. 2). We could directly evaluate several ra-

diosity bounces using this M2 form-factor submatrix,
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but this approach has several disadvantages. First, it re-

quires B∗M2 operations per each frame where B is the

number of light bounces. Second, this idea has poor uti-

lization of modern computing architectures (both CPU

and GPU) because it does not combine computations

with memory operations when making local submatrix

and does not use the principle of data locality. Due to

that we used different approach and worked with multi-

bounce matrix instead of simple form-factor matrix.

Figure 2: local matrix

The local matrix Flocal is a multibounce matrix (by

analogy with [26]), containing information only about

the transfer of light for patches around the observer.

The lighting is recalculated when the emission of the

patches changes or the position of the observer changes.

When the observer’s position changes the area of inter-

est also changes.

Light — vector of emission of patches.

Colors — vector of colors of patches.

Idx is a vector of length M, where M is a count of

patches in Flocal .

Idxi = k where k is index of patch in full form-factors

matrix F and i is index of the same patch in local matrix.

Colorslocal — vector of colors for local patches.

Colorslocal
i =ColorsIdx[i]

Figure 3: Green patches are included into local matrix

(the nearest one to observer). Red patch is farthest out

of patches in local matrix. Blue patch is the nearest of

excluded patches from a local matrix.

To update the local matrix, the following algorithm is

applied within each frame:

1. Select the farthest of the patches involved in the lo-

cal matrix. Let it be indexed as i.

2. Select the patch which is the closest to the observer

and not included into the local matrix. Let it be

indexed as j.

3. If patch j is closer to the observer than patch i, then

the matrix is updated, otherwise the update is not

required (Fig. 3).

4. In the matrix, the column and row corresponding to

patch i are cleared.

5. Calculate the row and column for the j-th patch.

6. The remaining data in the matrix is updated, taking

into account the light reflected by patch j.

3.1 Form-factors composition

This method uses the idea of form-factors composition.

For patches i, j, k, the value of Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j is the

amount of lighting that excidents from patch j to patch

i through patch k.

Thus, the lighting transferred from patch j to patch i

through other patches will be equal to:

N

∑
k=0

Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j.

Then, to transfer the lighting from patch i to patch j,

taking into account one reflection, it is equal to:

N

∑
k=0

Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j +Fi j.

Similarly, it is possible to calculate form-factors that

take into account the transfer of light between two

patches, taking into account an arbitrary number of re-

flections from intermediate patches.

Figure 4: Patches in the local matrix with computed

light transfer and the new patch.

3.2 Adding a new patch to local matrix

The process of adding a new patch i (Fig. 4) consists of

two parts:

1. Calculation of form-factors for the new patch (just

take them from global form factor matrix if geome-

try is static).

2. Update of the remaining values of the matrix.
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Figure 5: fc – form-factors from i-th patch to other.

Orange arrows are the directions corresponding to out-

come form-factors for a new patch.

fc is a form-factors column for the new patch. It con-

tains information about the transfer of light from the

i-th patch to the rest (Fig. 5).

fr is a form-factors line for the new patch. It contains

values showing which part of lighting is transferred

from other patches to the i-th one. (Fig. 6)

Figure 6: fr – form-factors from all patches to i-th

patch. Red arrows are the directions corresponding to

income form-factors for new patch.

For the new patch, we compute the form-factor for

lighting emitted by i-th patch to the rest and reflected

by them to i-th (Fig. 7).

double_re f lection =

M

∑
j=0

fc[Idx[ j]]∗ fr[Idx[ j]]∗Colorslocal
j .

(1)

M is the number of patches in the local matrix.

Figure 7: double_re f lection form-factor for the new

patch. Orange arrows shows direction of double light

bounce.

double_re f lection is taken into account in the vectors

gc and gr. gc is a column that takes into account the

lighting, moving from the new patch to others, includ-

ing three light reflections (Fig. 8). gr is row, which

takes into account the lighting that passes to the new

patch, with three light reflections too (Fig. 9).

gc = fc +Colorsi ∗double_re f lection

gr = fr +Colorsi ∗double_re f lection

Figure 8: gc vector of form-factors for excident lighting

with information about three reflections. Orange arrows

are the path of light in a triple bounce. Red arrow - light

from single bounce ( fc).

Figure 9: gc vector of from-factors for incident lighting

with information about three reflections. Orange arrows

are the paths of light in triple bounce. Red arrow - light

from single bounce ( fr).

Additionally, in gc and gr, we can add information

about one reflection from the new patch and following

re-reflection inside the local matrix (Fig. 10, 11):

g′c = gc +Flocal · (Colorslocal
◦gc)

g′r = gr +(Colorslocal
◦gr) ·Flocal

g′c and g′r are the column and row in the local form-

factor matrix for patch i, which take into account at least

3 reflections.

The local matrix of form-factors changes as follows:

F ′

local = Flocal +g′r · (Colorsi ∗g′c).

This transformation adds reflections from the new patch

to the matrix.
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Figure 10: g′c vector of from-factors for excident light-

ing from new patch through other patches in local ma-

trix.

Figure 11: g′r vector of from-factors for incident light-

ing from patches in local matrix through their inner re-

flections to new patch.

Supposed operations allow to recompute lighting in the

area of interest, when the observer is moving. This ap-

proach can be applied for dynamic objects, but it needs

to precalculate and store form-factors for each position

of the object.

3.3 Lighting recalculation by local matrix

Lighting is recalculated only for the patches in a local

matrix. The calculation itself is similar to the calcula-

tions for the multibounce matrix [26]: the local matrix

is multiplied by the corresponding emission values of

the patches in vector Light.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

4.1 Eliminate duplicate reflections

If algorithm deletes a patch from the local matrix, and

then adds it back, some patches in the local matrix will

receive the reflection information from this patch again.

To avoid such errors, we suggest storing a list of patches

which lighting is already taken into account for each

patch in local matrix. For this, the bitset container can

be used. At the same time, it should be updated every

time a new patch is added.

4.2 Form-factors streaming for large

scenes

Traditional form-factors are used in new patch adding.

For large scenes containing a huge amount of non-zero

values it may be the problem to store all these numbers

in memory.

Proposed method can be combined together with

streaming technique for form-factors and load neces-

sary values from HDD/SSD on demand.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The proposed method was compared with the naive ra-

diosity method and path tracing. Comparisons were

made for a scene with a ready-made patching (rungholt

house from [33]), so the hierarchical radiosity is not

applicable to it. The scene consists of 63125 patches.

The multibounce matrix takes more than 44 GB for the

scene. Such amount of data is not applicable in real-

time applications. The local matrix needs less memory

(96 MB for M = 4096). If fact the size of the memory

required (and thus M) can be specified by the user.

5.1 Local multibounce matrix and form-

factors sub-matrix

In the worst case our method needs the computation

time equal to 3 bounces in naive radiosity for sub-

matrix with dimensions M ×M. But multibounce can

take into account more bounces. Moreover, multi-

bounce matrix needs the same computation as usual

form-factors matrix for a single reflection if observer

doesn’t move too far for matrix recompute.

5.2 Comparison and conclusion

For a local matrix, the lighting computation takes 400

times less time, and updating the local matrix takes 200

times less time than performing the naive radiosity al-

gorithm (Fig. 15, 12). All tests were performed on Intel

Core i7-7700HQ CPU in a single thread mode and gain

real-time performance with same precision as original

radiosity which is relatively close to the reference solu-

tion (path tracing, Fig. 12).

We have presented a concept of Dynamic radiosity.

However, several problems were not considered in this

paper and we believe this is our future research: (1)

dynamic geometry will involve fast form-factor evalua-

tion, which we didn’t implement, (2) GPU implementa-

tion is our next area of interest and (3) effitient stream-

ing of data from storages are not well studied yet. Fi-

nally (4), our algorithm does not account lighting from

excluded patches at all. This can be fixed via cascades

by analogy with Cascaded Light Propagation Volumes.
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